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THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF TUNELLITE'
SrBoOs(OH)r '3HzOr

JoeN R. Ctanx, (t. S. Geolog'ical Suraey,l(ashington, D. C.

ABsrnect

Tunellite is a member of the borate series M2+O'3BzOr rHzO, with M2+: Sr and r:4'

The mineral  is  monocl in ic,  P21la,  a:14.390+0.003, b:8.213+0.002, c:9 '931+O'002 A,

a:174"02'+ 1" and is isostructural with the ca analogue, nobleite. The crystal structure

contains infinite sheets composed of polymerized borate polyanions, with Sr2+ cations and

water molecules trlling available spaces in and near the sheets. Each Sr2+ is coordinated

by ten oxygens at an average distance of 2.74 A. Adjacent sheets are held together solely

by bonds to water molecules. The polymerized borate polyanions are composed of individ-

ual borate groups, each group containing three B-o tetrahedra and three B-o triangles.

These polyhedra link at corners so that one oxygen is shared by all three tetrahedra, and

three six-membered B-O rings result, each made up of two tetrahedra and one triangle. This

is the first occurrence in any hydrated borate Structure of one oxygen linked to three

borons. The structural formula for tuneilite is SrBrOg(OH):.3H:O. With one minor modifi-

cation, Christ's rules for formation of hydrated borate polyanions are confirmed by the

tunellite structure, g,hereas the first Edu.ards and Ross postulate is invalidated by linkage

of three borons to one oxygen.

INtnoouctroN

Of the nurnerous known members in the borate series M2+O'3.BzOa
'rHrO (Table 1), only seven are minerals; all are rare' and all were found

within the last 30 years. The first mineral of the series to be described

was veatchite with *:2 (Switzer, 1938), init ially considered a Ca borate,

but Iater found to be a Sr borate (Switzer and Brannock, 1950). The cor-

rect formula for veatchite remained in doubt for some years (Clark el a/.,

1956), and as recently as 1963 Jdger and Lehmann proposed a formula

which would remove veatchite from the 1'3'r series. Their proposed

formula, however, is incompatible with the veatchite crystallography
(Clark, 1964), and Parkerson (1963a) has described the preparation of

both synthetic veatchite and a synthetic Ca isomorph. There seems litt le

doubt that veatchite correctly belongs in the 1'3'r series. A dimorph of

veatchite, called 2-veatchite, was described by Braitsch (1959)' and its

re lat ionship to vealchi te was d iscussed by Clark and Mrose (1960).

The other minerals in the 1'3'r series are higher hydrates, and the l ist

inciudes two Mg borates, two Ca borates, and the Sr borate tunell ite

(Table 1). A synthetic dimorph of tunell ite has been reported by Parker-

son (19636). X'Iost of the minerals were known as synthetic compounds

before their discovery in nature.

1 Studies of Borate Minerals (XII).

Geological Survey.

Publication authorized by the Director, U. S.
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Taslr 1. KNowN Mplrsrns ol rsr SnnrBs _L12+O,3BzOs.rrHrO

Mineral Reference

(synthetic)

veatchite
p-veatchite

nobleite
tunellite
(synthetic)1
(synthetic)

Ca

Ca
Sr
Sr
Ba

It4g

Ca
Sr
Ba

Ba

Mg

Ca
Sr
Sr

KeSd.ns (195.q) ;  KeSdns,  Svarcsand Vimba (1955)

z

2
z

4
4
n

4

Parkerson (1963o)
Switzer (1938); Switzer and Brannock (1950)
Braitsch (1959)

Erd, McAllister and Vlisidis (1961)
Erd, Morgan and Clark (1961)

Parkerson (1963b)

Gode and KeSans (1953)

Blazko, et ol. (1962); Clark and Erd (1963)
Erd, et al. (1959)

Gode and Ke5ans (1953)

Ke5dns and Kupaks (1950)

aksaite
gowerite
(synthetic)
(synthetic)

5
5
5

(s-v-nthetic) Sborgi (1914)

(synthetic)B Nleyerhoffer and van't Hofi (1907)

(s1'nthetic) Co, Mn, Ni Keians (1955); KeSdns and Krymova (1956);
Keians Vimba and Su,rrcs (1955)

(synthetic) 10 Krymova (1955)

(synthetic)B N{eyerhofier and van't Hoft (1907); Sborgi
( 1913 )

I Dimorph of tunellite.
2 Has been found in nature recently (oral communication, W. T. Schaller, M. E.

Mrose and A. C. Vlisidis, 1963).
3 Needs verification; has been reported only by reference given.

The rarity of these 1 .3 .r borates as minerals despite the large number
of known synthetic compounds, and the presence of two known pairs of
dimorphs in the series suggested study of the series in order to determine
the nature of the borate polyanions. The formation of borate polyanions
in hydrated borates has been discussed in recent years by Ingri et al.
(1957) and Ingri (1963), by Edwards and Ross (1960) and by Christ
(1960). The latter proposed four simple rules governing the formation of
borate polyanions in hydrated borate minerals. using these rules, christ
(1960) predicted the polyanions that might be found in crystals of as yet
unknown st ructure.  His predict ion that  inder i te ,  2MgO.38zoe.  15H2O,
would prove to have the same [B3O.(OH)5]2- polyanion as the higher
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hydrates of the 2CaO.38zOg.rHzO series (summary, Clark, Appleman,
and Christ, 1964) was confirmed by Ashirov, Rumanova, and Belov
(1962). The prediction (Christ, 1960) that hydroboracite, MgO'CaO
'3BrOa'6HrO, would contain the same [BaOn(OH)r1"-2" chains as cole-
manite was verified by Rumanova and Ashirov (1963) . Finally, the pre-
diction (Christ, 1960) that probertite, NaCaBsOg'5H2O, would contain a
polyanion formed by replacing two borate triangles of the pentaborate
polyion (Zachariasen, t937; Zachariasen and Plettinger, 1963) by two
tetrahedra was confirmed by Kurbanov et al. (1963).

For  members of  the 1 '3 ' r  ser ies Chr is t  (1960),  and a lso Edwards and
Ross (1960), predicted a polyanion formed by joining one borate tetra-
hedron and two borate triangles at corners to make a six-membered
boron-oxygen ring. A few months iater, Krogh-Moe (1960) reported the
presence of such a polyanion in the structure of anhydrous cesium tri-
borate, CszO.38zOs. In hydrated borates, the polyanion would have the
formula [BrO3(OH)r]1- if isolated in the structure. The possibil i ty of the
polyanions forming dimers, chains, or sheets by combining and splitting
out water was also discussed by Christ (1960).

Crystal-structure studies for the various members of the series were

started by examination of the isostructural pair, tunell ite (Sr, r:4) and
nobleite (Ca, r:4). The present paper describes the results for the tunel-
Iite structure. A pre-liminary account of the structure (Clark, 1963a) and
a note on the nature of the poiyanion (Clark, 1963b) have already ap-
peared.

ExpBnruoNrAL WoRK

Crystol descripti.on, cell d'imensions and space group. The crystals of

tunell ite used in the present study were supplied by Richard C. Erd,

U. S. Geological Survey, from among those found in the Jenifer mine,

Kramer borate district, California. The crystallography of tuneliite, in-

cluding both single-crystal and powder r-ray diffraction data, optics and

other physical properties, description of locality, and preparation of

synthetic SrO'3BrOr'4HzO are all given by Erd, Morgan, and Clark
(1961). Similar data for nobleite are given by Erd, et al. (196I).

The cell constants initially obtained for tunellite have been refined by

least-squares treatment of the r:-ray diffractometer powder data using a

program written for the Burroughs 220 digital computer by Evans, et al'
(1963). The refined constants and other crystallographic data pertinent

to the present rvork are given in Table 2.

I ntens'ity measurements. X -ray equi-inclination Weissenberg photographs

of tunell ite were taken for the h\l, hll, h2l, hh\, hht, and hkLlevels with

Ni-filtered Cu radiation. An 0ft1 photograph was taken on the precession
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camera with Zr-fi l tered Mo radiation. rntensities were estimated visually
and are greater than zero for 1206 out of 1315 independent observations.
For nobieite, a complete set of pictures about rotation axis [010] were
taken with Zr-fi l tered Mo radiation, but intensities were read onry for the
h0llever. The resulting data were used chiefly to confirm the isostructural
relationship. The r and z parameters obtained for Ca and some of the
other atoms have not been refined and are therefore not reported here.

Tesr-r 2. Cnysr.llrocnepnrc Dere non TuNnr,t-rrB ,t.No Nontrtrn

Tunellitel
SrO.3B:Or-4H:O

Nobleite2
CaO.3B:Or.4H:O

symmetry
a
b
c
p
cell volume
space group
cell contents
density, g cm-3, calc.

obs.

cleavages

monoclinic
14.390 + 0.0034
8 .213+0 .002
9.934+0.002

114002' + l'
lo72 L3
p2t/a

4[SrO . 3BzOs .4HrO]
2 .381

2 . 4 0 + 0 . 0 1

(100) perfect
(001) distinct

monoclinic
1 4 . 5 6  + 0 . 0 5  A
8 . 0 1 6 + 0  0 2
9 . 8 3 s + 0 . 0 2

1 10'45'+ 10',
1066 A3
p2r/a

4[CaO.3B:O:.4HrO]
2 . O 9 s

2 . 0 9  + 0 . 0 1

(100) perfect
(001) indistinct

I Cell constants, volume, and calculated density from present study; other data from
Erd, Morgan, and Clark (1961).

2 Data from Erd, McAllister, and Vlisidis (1961).

The intensities were corrected forLorer-tz and polarization factors to
obtain the observed structure amplitudes. No corrections for absorption
or  ext inct ion were made.

Refnement proceilures. The following atomic scattering factors were used:
for boron, the zero-valence values of Ibers (1957); for all oxygen atoms,
the zero-valence values of Berghuis et al. (1955); and for strontium, the
doubly ionized values of Thomas and Umeda (1957).

Least-squares refinement of the data was carried out on a Burroughs
220 digita"l computer, using a program written by J. Marshek and
Daniel E. Appleman, U.S. Geological Survey. The prograrn uses the full
matrix of the normal equations and permits refinement of atomic co-
ordinates, temperature factors B (overall isotropic, individual isotropic
or anisotropic), and scaling constants relating calculated and observed
structure factors.
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Tlllr 3. Frxer, Arourc Panaurtnns AND AssocrATED STANDARD Ennons lon

TuNnnrtn, SrBsOs(OH)r' 3HzO

Coordinates and standard errors (cycles)
Isotropic tem-

re factors

B and standard
errors (A')

Br
Bz
Ba
Br
Bs
Bo

Or
Oz
Ort
Oaz
Osl
Oe
Oz
Os
Og
Oro
On
On2
Otr'
Ou3
Sr

0 .1941+0 .0013
0. 1940 + 0.0012
0.0429+0.0013
0. 1867 + 0. 001 1
0.2534 + 0.0014
0.2513 +0.0014
0.1944+0.0009
0.2028+0.0009
0.0501+0.0009
0 .9982 + 0. 0010
0.0905+0.0009
0.2417+0.0008
0.2079+0.0008
0.2382 + 0.0008
0. 1941 + 0. 0008
0.0889+0.0008
0.0871+0.0008
0.0208 + 0.0008
0 . 1392 + 0. 0009
0.2272+O.0008
0 .1621+0 .0001

0 .1509+0 .0031
0.  1561 + 0.0029
0.2475+0.0030
0.4550 + 0.0026
0.3889+0.0029
0.3883+0.0029
0 0254+0.0019
0.0376 + 0.0019
0.6806 + 0.0019
0.1682 +0.0021
0.5360 + 0.0019
0.7988+0.0018
0.3413+0.0019
0.7853+0.0018
0. 3498 + 0. 0018
0 .2117  +0 .0017
0.2102 +0.0017
0.8401+0.0019
0.5802+0.0019
0.0828 + 0.0017
0.0562+0.0002

0 8490+0.0020
0.5854 + 0.0019
0.6248 + 0.0020
0.2202+0.0018
0 .4865 + 0. 0022
0.0221+0.0020
0.9525+0.0013
0.4823+0.0013
0.4257+0.0014
0.2383+0 0015
0 .1721+0  0014
0.3989 + 0.0013
0 3396+0.0013
0.0815 + 0.  0013
0 .1011+0 .0013
o.7728+0.0012
0.5344 + 0.0012
0.0676 + 0.0013
0 .7117  +0 .0014
0.7338 + 0.0012
0 . 1949 + 0. 0002

1 . 3 1  +  0 . 3 0
0  88+0 .27
t .24+0 29
o . 7 5 + 0 . 2 6
1  .27  +O.30
1 .20+0 .30
1 . 6 7  + 0 . 2 2
t .83+O.22
r 99+0.23
2 .44+O.25
2 . to+0 .24
1 .46+0 .21
| . 5 6 + 0 . 2 1
1 5 3 + 0 . 2 1
t . 4 7  + 0 . 2 1
1 . 2 8 + 0 . 2 0
|  23+O.20
1 . 5 9  + 0  2 1
2 .0 t+0 .23
1 . 0 6 + 0 . 1 9
t .23+0 .04

1 Hydroxyl ox)rgen.
2 Water oxygen.
3 Oxygen linked to three borons.

A program for calculation of aII possible bond distances less than a pre-

assigned value, written by David S. Handwerker, U. S. Geological Sur-

vey, was helpful in verifying the proposed structure as well as insuring

that no pertinent bonds were overlooked. Final calculations of bond dis-

tances and angles were made from the atomic coordinates in Table 3.

The standard errors were determined from the complete inverse matrix

of the normdl equations, using a program written by David S. Hand-

werker in which the procedure is similar to that described by Busing and

Levy (1959).

SrnucrunB D BtnnilnNnrtoN

Tunell ite has one strontium, fourteen oxygen, and six boron atoms

located in the general fourfold positions 4e of space group P2t/o- Ini-
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tially, an effort was made to solve the structure using 2ft0 and, h\l projec-
tion data only. The r, y, z coordinates of sr were determined from tne two
respective Patterson maps, and refinement by successive electron-density
calculations permitted gradual assignment of r and z coordinates for
four teen oxygens.  The h\ t ,  res idual ,  R:  t l  I  F. l - l  F"  I  l / t  I  F. l ,
dropped to 0.19 during this refinement. However, assignment of y co-
ordinates was hampered by considerable overlap and ambiguity in the
/2ft0 projection, and the residual for the hk\ data could not be rowered be-
low 0'29. A satisfactory structure could not be evolved, therefore, and re-
course to three-dimensional data was required.

The coordinates for Sr were confiimed from a three-dimensional
Patterson map. Signs were then obtained from a set of structure factors
based on the strontium coordinates and fourteen "best"-atom coordinates
( three-dimensional  data,  R for  Sr  a lone 0.37;  R for  Sr  p lus 14, ,best ' ,
atoms, O.29), and a three-dimensional electron-density map was calcu-
lated. From this map the 1 coordinates of 14 atoms were confirmed or
corrected, and positions of the remaining six atoms were added to produce
a satisfactory structure. six cycles of least-squares refinement were then
carried out, the first four with an overall isotropic B and the last two with
individual isotropic B;. Computer capacity was insufficient for refine-
ment of individual anisotropic temperature factors. After only two
cycles of refinement the residual dropped to 0.17 and a final R of 0.11 for
the 1206 structure factors observed greater than zero was achieved. The
final set of atomic parameters is given in Table 3, and the observed and
calculated structure factors are compared in Table 4.1 standard errors in
the bond distances and angles are l isted in Tables 5-11.

DBscnrprroN eNn DrscussroN or,rsp Srnucrune

Tunell ite has a sheet structure, in accordance with its common platy
habit and direction of perfect cleavage. The infinite sheets contain poly-
merized borate polyanions, Sr2+ cations, and water molecules. Adjacent
sheets are i inked zria bonds to water molecules. Details of the structure
are considered in the following sequence: f irst, the borate polyanions;
second, the SrBeOg(OH)2-water sheets; and third, the intersheet l inkage
and hydrogen bonding.

Borate polyanion 'i.n tunelli,te. The polyanion in tunellite is not the one

I Table 4 has been deposited as Document No. 8113 with the ADI Auxiliary publica-
tions Project, Photopublication Service, Library of Congress, Washington, D. C., 20540.
A copy may be secured by citing the Document number and by remitting $5.00 for photo-
prints or $2.25 for 35 mm microfilm. Advance payment is required. Make checks or money
orders payable to: Chief, Photoduplication Service, Library of Congress.
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Tlrru 5. OxvcrN-BonoN-OxvcnN AxcrBsr rN TuNrr-r,rtr

(see Fig. 1)

Atoms Angle (o)

1555

Tetrahedron around Br

Tetrahedron around Br

Tetrahedron around Ba"
(Os" is OH-)

Q1-81-Or"
OrBrOro
Or-Br-Orn
Qr//-ByOro
Os'LBr-Ou
Oro-Br-Ou

OrBrOo"
OrBz-On
Oz-Bz-Ou
Oo'LBz-On
Oo'LBz-Ou
On-Bz-Ol

Os"-Be"-Oz"
Os"-Bt"-Og"
Ot"-Bt"-Ou
Oz"-Bn"-Og"
Qr't-F.at'-Ou
og"-Bq"-ott

average of 18,

113
108
1 1 1
110
ro7
108

l t 2
110
110
109
r07
109

1 1 5
t l 2
109
r02
109
109

10go

Triangle around Bs
(Oa' is  OH-)

Triangle &rourrd B5/'

Triangle orouDd 86"

OgLBrOro
Or'-Ba-On
Q16-B3-On

Oz-Bs'LOe
Oz-8""-gr"
Oo-B5r'-9r"

Or-Bo'LOs
Or-Be"-Os"
Os-Bu"-Oc"

average of 9

r17
t 2 I
r2l

t t 7
118
125

115
t22
t23

r20"

I All angles *1.5o.

that was predicted for members of the 1'3'r series (Christ, 1960;
Edwards and Ross, 1960). The actual polyanion is formed of three boron-

oxygen triangles and three tetrahedra. These polyhedra are linked at
corners so that one oxygen is in common with all three tetrahedra and is
the central point of three six-membered'boron-oxygen rings, each ring
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o"H
\ .  ^  1 , . * .  n  . /

-./-u"'\ | 
'--9-.,- 

.,.u.
t . 3 9 \ b  - / t . 3 8  t . 5 o \  

R . / t . 4 4  1 . 3 9 \ o  / t . 3 4

?"' ir "J'
j  r ,e+  |  r . s+  t .3s  I

9o-  o
r.r\ -r/rt"

B.
I
i r 3 6
I

l"H

Frc. 1. Schematic view of LBoOg(OH)rl2- polyanion in tunellite showing B-O distances
(in A, all + O.ffi A) . Average values, for 12 tetrahedral B-O 1.47 A, for glriangular B-O
L36 A. Identification of atoms as in Table 3;atoms r,vith doubly primed numbers are at
i-tc, ity, Z (or I-z).

formed by corner-sharing among two tetrahedra and one triangle. A
schematic view of this polyanion is given in Fig. 1, on which B-O bond
Iengths are indicated. The poiyanion provides the first example in any
hydrated borate crystal structure of three borons i inked to one oxygen.
Berger (1953) proposed a structure for anhydrous BzOe in which such co-
ordination occurs, but that structure was determined from #-ray powder
diffraction data only and has not been refined by modern techniques.
Comparison is therefore meaningless at present.

In tunell ite the B-O distances (Figure 1) and the O-B-O angles (Table
5), both triangular and tetrahedral, are within the expected ranges
found in other borates (Zachariasen, 1963; Clark et at., 1964). For the
tripiy l inked oxygen O1a, the three tetrahedral B-O distances are 1.48,
1.51,  and 1.5,14 (a l l  +0.03 A; .  fne average of  1.51 A is  s l ight ly  h igher
than the usual 1.47 A, an increase that would be expected from bonding
considerations, and a value identical to that suggested b1' Zachariasen
(1963) for oxvgen bonded to three borons. The three B-O-B angles about
this oxygen (Table 6) are 118o, 119o, and 122" (all *2o). The B-O-B rins
angles previously noted (Clark et al., 1964) average 12I.9".

The six-membered B-O ring formed by corner-sharing of two tetra-
hedra and a triangle was first described in the structure of colemanite
(Christ, Clark, and Evans, 1958) and is present in ali members of the
2M2+O'3BzO:.*HzO series (Clark et al., 1964) and in h1'droboracite
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Tarr.o 6. Rrnc Alror,os, Pr,nxns exo Dnvrlrrors r.nou Pr.ervnenrrv nq Tuxpr,r,rrr
(See Figs. 1 and 2)

Ring
no.

B-O-B anglesr
Ring atoms

Atoms Angle (o)

BrOl-B6f '-O9't-Bl"-Ou

B z-O z-B t" -O z" -Bl"-Or r

Br-Oto-Ba-Ou-BrOu

Linking adjacent polyanions

Br-Or-Be"
Br-Ou-Br"
134"-Os"-B6"
Bz-Oz-Bs"
B:-Or-Br"
Bo"-Qz"-Br"
Br-Oto-Bs
BrOu-Bz
Bz-Ou-B;
Br-Oe"-Bo
BrOo'LBs

average of 11

124
lt9
124
128
1 1 9
122
125
122
124
124
123

1230

Equation2, Ix*mY -fnZ: p, of plane through three oxygens

Ring
no.

1
1

3

Nearest
crystallographic

plane

0.605
0.862
0.459

o .576
0 .476
0. 867

0.549
0 . r74
0.  194

4 . 2 3
1  a t

2 .02

421
721
340

Ring no- Atom
Peroendicular distance3 from

pline of ring oxygens (A)

-0 .33
-o.26
+ 0 . 1 1
+0.43
-  I  .  / J

- 0 . 1 6
-0 .48
+0.10
+o.29-1.48
-o.25
-o.32
+0.03
+0 .13

Br
Br"
Bu"
Os
o,"
Bz
Bn"
Bsl t
Oo
Ou"
B r
Bs
B3
oi (oH)

Angles between planes of dng oxygens

1530
152"
147"

I  Al l  angles*1.50
2 Perpendicular form of equation referred to orthogonal axesj X:arc+ccosPz, Y:by,

Z:cz (l-cos29\uz.
3 All distances+0.03 A.

1 )

, , ?
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(Rumanova and Ashirov, 1963). It also occurs in the probertite struc-
ture (Kurbanov et al., 1963). At present no description of the ring
has been given for probertite or for hydroboracite, but in the 2'3 'r series
members the ring is nearly planar when the polyanions are isolated units
(monomers) in the crystal structure (Clark, 1959; Clark and Christ,
1959; Christ and Clark, 1960a). Distortions from the planar ring con-
figuration are found in colemanite which contains poll-anion chains
(Christ et al., 1958) and in a synthetic compound which contains poly-
anion sheets (Clark, et al., 1962).

These previous results suggest that the three six-membered B-O rings
in the polymerized poiyanion of tunellite will not be planar rings, and
they are not (Table 6) . Within the l imits of error, the tripiy l inked
oxygen and its three borons are planar, but the constraints thus imposed
on the remaining ring atoms iead to some distortion in each ring. All

T.q.er,n 7. Oxvcnn-Oxvepn Drs:r,tNcrsl Wrtrrtx trm

BoroN-Oxvcax Por-vnoor,r ol TuNrr,r,rtp

(See Fig. 1)

Tetrahedron around Br Tetrahedron around Bz

Or-Ou
Oro-Ou
Os'LOra
Or-Os"
OrOro
Os'LOro

Average

2.4sL
2 .42
2 . 3 7
2 .42
2 3 7
2 .39

2.40 A

Oz-Ora
Or-Ou
gu//-Ou

Oz-Oo"
Oz-Or
Oo'LOn

Average

2 . 4 1  A
2 4 1
2 . 3 6
2 . 4 2
2 . 4 0
2 3 9

2 . 4 0  L

Tetrahedron around Br" Triangle around 83

O7"-Ou
O9"-Ou
Ou-Os" (OH)
gt"-Ou/ ' (OH)

Oz" -C)s"

Oe"-Os" (OH)

Average

2 . $  A
2 .47
2 .43
2 .43
2 .30
2.43

2 .42  A

Oro-Orr
Or ror ' (OH)
OrOa ' (OH)

2 . 3 6  A
2 . 3 4
2 . 3 4

Triangle around 85"
oroe 2.29 A
Oz-Oz" 2.35
OrOz" 2.42

Triangle around 86"

Or-Oo"
Or.Or
0s-Os"

2 . 3 7  L
2 .30
2 .44

Average of 9 triangular O-O distances
Average of 18 tetrahedral O-O distances

2 .36  h
2 . 4 1 L

l Atl O-O distances, +0.02 A.
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TasrE 8. BonoN-BonoN DrsrancBsl rx Tr;Nnurtr

1559

Within the polyanion

Br-Br"
Br-Br
Bz-Bn"
Bo"-Bu"
Bt-Bu"

2.64 A.
2 . 6 2
2 . 5 9
2 .56

Br-Br" 2.52 L
Bn"-Br" 2 '48
Br -B,  2 .48
BrB, :  2 .52
Average of nine, 2.54 L

CrossJinking poiyanions

B.Be 2 . s 1 A B:-Bs 2 . 4 6  L

1 A1l B-B distances, +0.03 A.

three rings have one triangular boron within + 0.1 A of the plane defined
by the three ring oxygens, but in two rings the other two borons are each
approximately -0.3 A off the plane, and in the third ring one boron is off
by -0.5 A. ttre angles between the planes average 151o.

Other distances of interest within the polyanion ar'e those between
oxygens linked to the same boron (Table 7), and those between borons
(Table 8). These distances are all within the expected ranges of values
(Clark et al., 1964). The average B-B distance oI 2.54 A is slightly longer
than the 2.505 A average found in the 2.3.r borates. The difference arises
from the three longer B-B separations (2.64, 2.62, and 2.59 A) around the
triply linked oxygen in tunellite.

The polyanions in tunellite are not monomers, and further structural
studies of 1 '3.tr borates wil l be required to show whether any do contain
monomers of the present polyanion. Such monomers, according to
Christ's third rule (Christ, 1960) would have protons on those oxygens
linked to only one boron and hence would have the chemical formulal

[B60?(OH)6].2-. However, in tunell ite the polyanions are l inked according
to Christ's fourth rule (Christ. 1960) to form infinite sheets of composi-
tion z[BoOg(OH)t'-.

The SrB0s(OH)z-water sheets. The strontium cations and the water
molecules fit into the spaces left by the polyanion l inkage (Fig. 2). The
strontium cations are an integral part of the sheet structure in tunellite,
and the Sr-O bonding is probably of major importance to the stability of
the sheet structure. Two of the three water molecules (Oa, Orz) must also
be considered a part of the sheet structure, since they form hydrogen

1 Christ (1960) gives this chemical formula in connection with a dimer form of the pre-

dicted [B:O:(OH)a]r- polyanion. The configuration of such a dimer would be completely

different from the monomer form of the tunellite oolvanion desoite the identitv of formula.
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Frc. 2. View along o of one SrBoOg(OH):-water sheet in tunellite; the sheet related by

the o glide plane has been omitted. Dashed lines indicate Sr-O bonds (Table 10); dotted
lines, H-bonds within the sheet (Table 9). Labelled atoms are at y, z of Table 3 except for

Oz" , at L*y, z, and 06, which has been shifted slightly upward along z to avoid confusion
in the drawing. Key for atoms is same as on Figure 3.

bonds within the sheets (Table 9). The Sr[BoOg(OH)2]-water sheets are
about 3.6 A tnict and are oriented approximately parallel to (100).

Strontium is coordinated by an irregular array of six oxygens plus four
water molecules, all within 2.6t to 2.98 A (Table 10). There are no Sr-O
distances of the present accuracy (+0.015 A; in the l iterature, and few
have ever been determined at all. The present structure is the first re-
ported example of tenfold oxygen coordination fo-r strontium. Eight sym-
metry-equivalent Sr-O distances of 2.60*0.03 A were found by Smith

Tarr,n 9. Posrur-lrno Flvonocnn BoNos rN Tuxnllrtr

(See Figs. 2 and 3)

Bond Atomsl Distance'?(A)

Ar
A:

O4(HO) at *-1, y, z to Orr (ring Qz-;
to Os(OH-)

A' bonds within the SrBoOg(OH)rwater sheets
Ou(HrO)

2 . 7 L
2 . 7 3

Rn bonds across adjacent SrB6Oe(OH)rwater sheets

Rr
Rz

Ou(HrO)
OuGLO)

to Oro' (ring O2') at i,l-y,l-z
to O;(OH-)

2 . 6 9
2 . 7 3

1 Atoms at r, y, z of Table 3 unless otherwise noted.
2 Distances*0.02 A.
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(1953) in strontium hydroxide octahydrate, Sr(OH)z.SHzO. A similar
set of eight at 2.64 A *as found by Vannerberg (1959) in strontium per-
oxide octahydrate, SrO2.SHzO. Furberg and Helland (1962) reported
eight-coordinated sr with four pairs of symmetry-equivalent sr-o dis-
tances, 2.58,2.59,2.60, and 2.68 h, in strontium arabonate pentahydrate,
Sr(CsOoHs)r.5HzO. Twelve-coordinated Sr(Sr-O, 2.16 h) occurs in the

Tmln 10. Srnomrrurr-OxycrN Dtsraxcrsl rr.r Tuwrrr,rrn
(See Fig. 2)

Oxygen Sr-O distance (A) Location of oxygen2

ou(Hzo)
Ors(HrO)
Or
Or
Oz
Og
04(HrO)
Oo
Os
ou'(H:O)

Average of 10,

2.606
2.630
2.644
2 . 6 7  5
2  .685
2.691
2 . 7 2 4
2.828
2.902
2 . 9 7 7

2 . 7 3 6

r, y-t,  z
l'x, y-|, l-z

r, Y, z-l
r ' l ' z
r , ! , 2
f i r ! , 2

r-1, Y, z
r, Y-1, z
r, Y-t, z
t, l-v,z

I All Sr-O distances. +0.015 A.
'*, y, 

" 
as in Table 3; Sr taken at r, y, z.

perovskite-like structure of strontium titanate, SrTiOs (Donnay et al.,
1963). The present average Sr-O value of 2.74 A may be compared to
average Ca-O values of from 2.46 to 2.48 A in the 2.3.r series for eight-
coordinated, Ca (Clark el aI., 1964). The closest Sr-Sr approach in tunel-
l i te  is  4.79 A.

Linkage of sheets and, hydrogen bond.ing. The Sr[B6Oe(OH)r]-water sheets
are joined solely through water molecules (Fig. 3) There are no direct
contacts between polyanions in adjacent sheets; One long Sr-water bond
Iinks across the sheets !Sr-O12', 2.98 L), in addition to two hydrogen
bonds (Table 9). A 3.04 A approach of two water molecules (Table 11) is
probably not a hydrogen bond, for reasons discussed below. The perfect
cleavage parallel to (100), as well as the common habit of the crystals,
platy with large {100}, are satisfactori ly explained by the structure. As
Fig. 3 shows, the water molecules and hydroxyls are on the surfaces of
the sheets. These same atoms, with the exception of water Orz which co-
ordinates two Sr cations, appropriately have the highest isotropic tem-
perature factors observed in the structure (Table 3).
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Four of the eight protons associated with the asymmetric unit prob-

ably are not participating in hydrogen-bond formation. This at f irst sur-

prising observation is explained when the overall charge balance in the

structure is considered according to correlations given by Zachariasen

(1963) for bond strength vs. bond length in borates (Table 12)' In com-

\ '"t ^ @ t

Frc.3. View along b in tunellite, showing the SrBoOs(OH)rwater sheets dn edge and the

intersheet linkages. Numbered atoms are those at r, z of Table 3, except for Or' (i, 1-z)

and Or"', Sr"' (|f r, z). The solid lines enclose la,lc. St'-O bonds (Table 10) are shown for

Sr at |-r, Z by dashed lines; one intersheet Sr-Or:'bond is labelled. Dotted lines show H-

bonds (Table 9); ,4, bonds are intrasheet and R, bonds are intersheet.

piling the present table, Zachariasen's values for B-O and O-H ' ' ' O

bonds were used, and a 0.2 value was assigned to each Sr-O bond regard-

less of length. (The summations are not improved by taking the Sr-O

lengths into account.) The summations of 28.14 ior anions and f or cations

are satisfactory in view of the standard errors associated with the bonds.

The analysis shows that the hydroxyls are almost certainly accepting

rather than donating protons in their hydrogen-bonds with water mole-

cules. The analysis also suggests that the 3.04 A approach of two water

molecules (Table 11) is unlikely to be a hydrogen bond, as retention of one

proton by water molecule O+ and Ora would best maintain the local charge

balance.
The environment of the water molecules is detailed in Table 11. Water

O12 makes two donor hydrogen bonds and two Sr contacts, one short and

one long (in violation of a common assumption that a water molecule will

have only one d'iaalent cation neighbor-see e .g. Wells , 1962, p. 576). A

2.90 Ar distance to its centrosymmetric equivalent Orr' at fr, l- y,2 is the

shortest edge of the Sr coordination polyhedron. The other two water

molecules each make one Sr contact and one donor hydrogen bond.

o o'-
@ ".oa B "

"  

\ , r ,

@  ' o '
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Tlllr 11. Weran Mor,ucum ENvtnoNlrENT rN TuNELLITE
(See Fig. 3)

I JO.t

Neighborr Distance (A)

Around Oa at r-!, y, z

Q1 ( r ing  O ' - ) '?  2 .71  +0.02
Sr2+ 2 721+0.015
O': '  (H:O) at i ,  l -y, L-z 3.04 +0.02
angles: Sr-Oa-Ory 99" O7' * 28'

OrrOr-Or: ' ,  77" 42' + 3I '

Around Orz at r, ),, z

Oro'  ( r ing Ot ) '  ut  i ,  l -y , l -z
O'(Ou-;,
Sr2+ at r,  l !y, z
Sr'2+ at . t ,  1_y, E
Angles OrOu-Oro',  81o 02'+32'

Sr-Ou-Sr' llTo 51'+32'
Sr-Orz-Os l7O" lO'+29'
SrLOu-Os l3}o 36'+34'
Sr-Orz-Oro' 110o 33'+31'
Sr'-Orz-Oto' 92o !7' +24'

2 69 +O.O2
2 . 7 3  + O . 0 2
2 .606+0 .015
2.977 +0 015

Around O13at r, y, z

O'(OH-)'
Sr"2* at  ! -x,  | ly ,  l -z
O4'(H'O) at l - r ,7-y, l -z
angles:  Sr"-Ora-O3, 111o 54'+31'

O3-OryO+', 84" 28'+34'

2 . 7 3  + 0 . 0 2
2 .630+0 .015
3 .04  +0 .02

I All atoms at x, y, z of Table 3 unless otherwise noted.
2 Donor H-bond s'ithin SrBoOg(OH)z-water sheet.
3 Donor H-bond across SrBoOg(OH)rwater sheet.

Cnvsrar Cnelrrc,q.r, ConsrlBnarrons

Rules for formation of hyd.rated, borates. Among those authors who have
discussed formation of hydrated borate polyanions, only Ingri et al.
(1957) specifically considered the possibil i ty that one oxygen might l ink
to more than two borons. Ingri et ol. concluded that such linkage was un-
likely in the aqueous solutions which were their particular concern. Al-
though Christ (1960) did not discuss the possibil i ty, it can readily be in-
cluded in his rules with the addition of only two words to his third rule.
The revised third rule, with the added words in italics, is as follows: In
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the polyions of hydrated borates those oxygens not shared by two or
moreborons always attach a proton and exist as hydroxyl groups. With
this slight revision, all four of Christ's rules remain valid.

Of the five postulates proposed by Edwards and Ross (1960), the first
states that the ratio of tetrahedral boron to total boron is equivalent to
the ratio of cation charge to total boron. Similar considerations have been
advanced by Krogh-Moe (1960, 1962). This postulate depends on the
tacit assumption that one oxygen is shared by no more than two borons.
The postulate is therefore invalidated by the existence of the tunellite

Taelr 12. Cnm.cn Blleltcul nr Tunnr.rrtr

\",r"'
enion \

Or
Ou
or(oH)
06(oH)
Oo
Oz
Or
Oe
Oro
Orr
Orr
Or HzO)
Ou(HrO)
Ou(HrO)

t Values for B-O and H-bonds taken lrom Zachariasen (1963); l
2 T means tetrahedral B; A, triangular B.

polyanion. The present results emphasize the importance of experimental
crystal-structure determination, since the tunellite polyanion was not
predicted despite excellent knowledge about the principles of formation
for hydrated borates. The four rules established by Christ are the best
available statement of these principles.

Llnansuered, questions obout the 1. 3'r. borates. Earlier speculations con-
cerning the probable structures of veatchite and p-veatchite (Clark and
Nlrose, 1960), gowerite (Christ and Clark, 1960b), and aksaite (Clark and
Erd, 1963) must be revised in view of the tunell ite structure results. The

tunellite pol).anion, possibly modified according to Christ's rules' almost
certainly is present in other 1 .3'r borates. In particular, the occurrence
of sizeabie amounts of Ba in some tunellite crystals suggests that syn-

T

Br

0 . 7 8

H

bond

0 . 8 5

0 . 8 3

0 . 6 9

1 0 4

1 .  1 0
0 . 9 4

o .20
0 . 2 0

o 2 0
0 .20
0 .20
o 2 0

0 2 0
0 .40
o .20

o 2 4
o . 2 4

2 0 5
2 . 0 2
2 2 s
2 0 9
2 . 0 8
1 . 9 7
t . 9 4
1 . 8 6
1 . 9 7
2 . 0 8
2 . O l
1 . 9 6
1 9 0
1  . 9 6

0 .80

o . 7 4

o 6 7

2 9 9

o 9 4
0 .  s 7

o 7 4
o . 7 4

o . 2 6
0 2 4

0 . 7 6
1 . 5 0
o . 7 6

1 . 0 0

1 . 0 0

4 0 0
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thetic BaO.382()3.4H2O may have the same structure as tunell ite (Erd
Ilorgan and Clark, 1961).

A number of problems concerning these 1.3.r borates sti l l  remain,
however. For instance, is the monomeric form [B6O7(OH;u1z- of the
tunellite polyanion actualiy stable? If it is, it should be found in crystal
structures of other members of this series. Can such a polyanion also be
stable in solution or does it form only in the crystall ization process? Why
should the polyanions link to form the tunellite sheet structure and leave
three water molecules rather than hydrate to form monomers, leaving
only one water molecule? The very existence of the sheet structure in the
presence of three water molecules raises some doubts about the stabil ity
of the monomer. Theoreticall l ., the polyanions might also l ink to form
dimers or chains. Do any of the 1.3.:r compounds actually realize this
possibility?

Finally, the existence of two pairs of known dimorphs in this series
poses the interesting query as to whether the dimorphs merely reflect a
different kind of linkage among the same basic polyanions or whether
there exist two distinct polyanions each associated with one of the two
dimorphs. One dimorph might contain the tunell ite polvanion whereas its
related compound might contain the [B303(Off;r1t- polyanion originally
proposed. Structural studies of gowerite, veatchite, and p-veatchite,
among others, are in progress to investigate these problems.
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